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ETIOLOGIC AGENTS]
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Subpart B—Criteria for Identifying the
Characteristics of Hazardous Waste
and for Listing Hazardous Waste
261.10 Criteria for identifying the characteristics of hazardous waste.
261.11 Criteria for listing hazardous waste.

Subpart C—Characteristics of Hazardous
Waste

STITUENTS

261.20
261.21
261.22
261.23
261.24

General.
Characteristic of ignitability.
Characteristic of corrosivity.
Characteristic of reactivity.
Toxicity characteristic.

AUTHORITY: 42 U.S.C. 6905, 6912(a), 6921,
6922, 6924(y) and 6938.

Subpart D—Lists of Hazardous Wastes

SOURCE: 45 FR 33119, May 19, 1980, unless
otherwise noted.

APPENDIX IX TO PART 261—WASTES EXCLUDED
UNDER §§ 260.20 AND 260.22

261.30 General.
261.31 Hazardous wastes from non-specific
sources.
261.32 Hazardous
wastes
from
specific
sources.
261.33 Discarded commercial chemical products, off-specification species, container
residues, and spill residues thereof.
261.35 Deletion of certain hazardous waste
codes following equipment cleaning and
replacement.

Subpart A—General
§ 261.1 Purpose and scope.
(a) This part identifies those solid
wastes which are subject to regulation
as hazardous wastes under parts 262
through 265, 268, and parts 270, 271, and
124 of this chapter and which are subject to the notification requirements of
section 3010 of RCRA. In this part:
(1) Subpart A defines the terms
‘‘solid waste’’ and ‘‘hazardous waste’’,
identifies those wastes which are excluded from regulation under parts 262
through 266, 268 and 270 and establishes
special management requirements for
hazardous waste produced by conditionally exempt small quantity generators and hazardous waste which is recycled.
(2) Subpart B sets forth the criteria
used by EPA to identify characteristics
of hazardous waste and to list particular hazardous wastes.
(3) Subpart C identifies characteristics of hazardous waste.
(4) Subpart D lists particular hazardous wastes.
(b)(1) The definition of solid waste
contained in this part applies only to
wastes that also are hazardous for purposes of the regulations implementing
subtitle C of RCRA. For example, it
does not apply to materials (such as
non-hazardous scrap, paper, textiles, or
rubber) that are not otherwise hazardous wastes and that are recycled.
(2) This part identifies only some of
the materials which are solid wastes
and hazardous wastes under sections

Subpart E—Exclusions/Exemptions
261.38 Exclusion of comparable fuel, emission-comparable fuel, and syngas fuel.
261.39 Conditional Exclusion for Used, Broken Cathode Ray Tubes (CRTs) and Processed CRT Glass Undergoing Recycling.
261.40 Conditional Exclusion for Used, Intact Cathode Ray Tubes (CRTs) Exported
for Recycling.
261.41 Notification and Recordkeeping for
Used, Intact Cathode Ray Tubes (CRTs)
Exported for Reuse.

Subparts F–G [Reserved]
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Subpart H —Financial Requirements for
Management of Excluded Hazardous
Secondary Materials
261.140 Applicability.
261.141 Definitions of terms as used in this
subpart.
261.142 Cost estimate.
261.143 Financial assurance condition.
261.144–261.146 [Reserved].
261.147 Liability requirements.
261.148 Incapacity of owners or operators,
guarantors, or financial institutions.
261.149 Use of State-required mechanisms.
261.150 State assumption of responsibility.
261.151 Wording of the instruments.
APPENDIX I TO PART 261—REPRESENTATIVE
SAMPLING METHODS
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§ 261.1

40 CFR Ch. I (7–1–09 Edition)

3007, 3013, and 7003 of RCRA. A material
which is not defined as a solid waste in
this part, or is not a hazardous waste
identified or listed in this part, is still
a solid waste and a hazardous waste for
purposes of these sections if:
(i) In the case of sections 3007 and
3013, EPA has reason to believe that
the material may be a solid waste
within the meaning of section 1004(27)
of RCRA and a hazardous waste within
the meaning of section 1004(5) of RCRA;
or
(ii) In the case of section 7003, the
statutory elements are established.
(c) For the purposes of §§ 261.2 and
261.6:
(1) A ‘‘spent material’’ is any material that has been used and as a result
of contamination can no longer serve
the purpose for which it was produced
without processing;
(2) ‘‘Sludge’’ has the same meaning
used in § 260.10 of this chapter;
(3) A ‘‘by-product’’ is a material that
is not one of the primary products of a
production process and is not solely or
separately produced by the production
process. Examples are process residues
such as slags or distillation column
bottoms. The term does not include a
co-product that is produced for the
general public’s use and is ordinarily
used in the form it is produced by the
process.
(4) A material is ‘‘reclaimed’’ if it is
processed to recover a usable product,
or if it is regenerated. Examples are recovery of lead values from spent batteries and regeneration of spent solvents. In addition, for purposes of
§§ 261.2(a)(2)(ii),
261.4(a)(23),
and
261.4(a)(24) smelting, melting and refining furnaces are considered to be solely
engaged in metals reclamation if the
metal recovery from the hazardous secondary materials meets the same requirements as those specified for metals recovery from hazardous waste
found in § 266.100(d)(1)–(3) of this chapter, and if the residuals meet the requirements specified in § 266.112 of this
chapter.
(5) A material is ‘‘used or reused’’ if
it is either:
(i) Employed as an ingredient (including use as an intermediate) in an
industrial process to make a product
(for example, distillation bottoms from

one process used as feedstock in another process). However, a material
will not satisfy this condition if distinct components of the material are
recovered as separate end products (as
when metals are recovered from metalcontaining secondary materials); or
(ii) Employed in a particular function or application as an effective substitute for a commercial product (for
example, spent pickle liquor used as
phosphorous precipitant and sludge
conditioner in wastewater treatment).
(6) ‘‘Scrap metal’’ is bits and pieces
of metal parts (e.g.,) bars, turnings,
rods, sheets, wire) or metal pieces that
may be combined together with bolts
or soldering (e.g., radiators, scrap automobiles, railroad box cars), which when
worn or superfluous can be recycled.
(7) A material is ‘‘recycled’’ if it is
used, reused, or reclaimed.
(8) A material is ‘‘accumulated speculatively’’ if it is accumulated before
being recycled. A material is not accumulated speculatively, however, if the
person accumulating it can show that
the material is potentially recyclable
and has a feasible means of being recycled; and that—during the calendar
year (commencing on January 1)—the
amount of material that is recycled, or
transferred to a different site for recycling, equals at least 75 percent by
weight or volume of the amount of that
material accumulated at the beginning
of the period. In calculating the percentage of turnover, the 75 percent requirement is to be applied to each material of the same type (e.g., slags from
a single smelting process) that is recycled in the same way (i.e., from which
the same material is recovered or that
is used in the same way). Materials accumulating in units that would be exempt from regulation under § 261.4(c)
are not to be included in making the
calculation. (Materials that are already defined as solid wastes also are
not to be included in making the calculation.) Materials are no longer in
this category once they are removed
from accumulation for recycling, however.
(9) ‘‘Excluded scrap metal’’ is processed scrap metal, unprocessed home
scrap metal, and unprocessed prompt
scrap metal.
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§ 261.2

(10) ‘‘Processed scrap metal’’ is scrap
metal which has been manually or
physically altered to either separate it
into distinct materials to enhance economic value or to improve the handling
of materials. Processed scrap metal includes, but is not limited to scrap
metal which has been baled, shredded,
sheared, chopped, crushed, flattened,
cut, melted, or separated by metal type
(i.e., sorted), and, fines, drosses and related materials which have been agglomerated. (Note: shredded circuit
boards being sent for recycling are not
considered processed scrap metal. They
are covered under the exclusion from
the definition of solid waste for shredded circuit boards being recycled
(§ 261.4(a)(13)).
(11) ‘‘Home scrap metal’’ is scrap
metal as generated by steel mills,
foundries, and refineries such as
turnings, cuttings, punchings, and borings.
(12) ‘‘Prompt scrap metal’’ is scrap
metal as generated by the metal working/fabrication industries and includes
such scrap metal as turnings, cuttings,
punchings, and borings. Prompt scrap
is also known as industrial or new
scrap metal.

erator as defined in § 260.10, it is not
speculatively accumulated as defined
in § 261.1(c)(8), it is handled only in nonland-based units and is contained in
such units, it is generated and reclaimed within the United States and
its territories, it is not otherwise subject to material-specific management
conditions under § 261.4(a) when reclaimed, it is not a spent lead acid battery (see § 266.80 and § 273.2), it does not
meet the listing description for K171 or
K172 in § 261.32, and the reclamation of
the material is legitimate, as specified
under § 260.43. (See also the notification
requirements of § 260.42). (For hazardous secondary materials managed in
land-based units, see § 261.4(a)(23)).
(b) Materials are solid waste if they
are abandoned by being:
(1) Disposed of; or
(2) Burned or incinerated; or
(3) Accumulated, stored, or treated
(but not recycled) before or in lieu of
being abandoned by being disposed of,
burned, or incinerated.
(c) Materials are solid wastes if they
are recycled—or accumulated, stored, or
treated before recycling—as specified
in paragraphs (c)(1) through (4) of this
section.
(1) Used in a manner constituting disposal. (i) Materials noted with a ‘‘*’’ in
Column 1 of Table 1 are solid wastes
when they are:
(A) Applied to or placed on the land
in a manner that constitutes disposal;
or
(B) Used to produce products that are
applied to or placed on the land or are
otherwise contained in products that
are applied to or placed on the land (in
which cases the product itself remains
a solid waste).
(ii) However, commercial chemical
products listed in § 261.33 are not solid
wastes if they are applied to the land
and that is their ordinary manner of
use.
(2) Burning for energy recovery. (i) Materials noted with a ‘‘*’’ in column 2 of
Table 1 are solid wastes when they are:
(A) Burned to recover energy;
(B) Used to produce a fuel or are otherwise contained in fuels (in which
cases the fuel itself remains a solid
waste).
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[45 FR 33119, May 19, 1980, as amended at 48
FR 14293, Apr. 1, 1983; 50 FR 663, Jan. 4, 1985;
51 FR 10174, Mar. 24, 1986; 51 FR 40636, Nov. 7,
1986; 62 FR 26018, May 12, 1997; 73 FR 64760,
Oct. 30, 2008]

§ 261.2 Definition of solid waste.
(a)(1) A solid waste is any discarded
material that is not excluded under
§ 261.4(a) or that is not excluded by a
variance granted under §§ 260.30 and
260.31 or that is not excluded by a nonwaste determination under §§ 260.30 and
260.34.
(2)(i) A discarded material is any material which is:
(A) Abandoned, as explained in paragraph (b) of this section; or
(B) Recycled, as explained in paragraph (c) of this section; or
(C) Considered inherently waste-like,
as explained in paragraph (d) of this
section; or
(D) A military munition identified as
a solid waste in § 266.202.
(ii) A hazardous secondary material
is not discarded if it is generated and
reclaimed under the control of the gen-
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